Introduction
➢ What is the expected mass spectrum of stars in metal What is the expected mass spectrum of stars in metal free and metal poor conditions? free and metal poor conditions?
➢ At what metallicity do we expect the transition from At what metallicity do we expect the transition from forming predominantly highmass stars to the IMF we forming predominantly highmass stars to the IMF we observe today, which is dominated by lowmass stars? observe today, which is dominated by lowmass stars? ➢ What are the dominant physical processes that What are the dominant physical processes that govern fragmentation and determine the mass govern fragmentation and determine the mass spectrum ( We investigate the effects of the cooling due to dust We investigate the effects of the cooling due to dust grains on the collapse of low metallicity star forming grains on the collapse of low metallicity star forming clouds and the Pop III/II transition. Making use of 3D clouds and the Pop III/II transition. Making use of 3D numerical models to follow the thermal evolution of numerical models to follow the thermal evolution of clouds with different metallicities, we study self clouds with different metallicities, we study self consistently the evolution of the gas and dust consistently the evolution of the gas and dust temperatures during the collapse, and determine the temperatures during the collapse, and determine the properties of the cloud at the point at which it properties of the cloud at the point at which it undergoes gravitational fragmentation. undergoes gravitational fragmentation. This allows us to investigate the role that dust cooling This allows us to investigate the role that dust cooling may play in the transition from a Pop III IMF may play in the transition from a Pop III IMF composed predominantly of highmass stars to the composed predominantly of highmass stars to the IMF we observe today. IMF we observe today.
Approach
The simulations were made using the Gadget2 SPH The simulations were made using the Gadget2 SPH code, employing 40 and 2 million particles. The clouds code, employing 40 and 2 million particles. The clouds start at a number density of 10 start at a number density of 10 5 5 cm cm 3 3 and temperature and temperature of 300 K. of 300 K. We test two metallicities: 10
We test two metallicities: 10 4 4 and 10 and 10 5 5 Z Z ⊙ ⊙ . .
And we were able to reproduce previous 1D results And we were able to reproduce previous 1D results with a simple core collapse. By adding rotation and with a simple core collapse. By adding rotation and turbulence, the collapse was slower, and so the PdV turbulence, the collapse was slower, and so the PdV heating smaller, permitting the gas to cool more. heating smaller, permitting the gas to cool more.
We conclude that the dust can start to become an We conclude that the dust can start to become an efficient coolant at around metallicities of 10 efficient coolant at around metallicities of 10 5 5 10 10 4 
Results Questions

Conclusions
Dependence of gas and dust Dependence of gas and dust temperatures on gas density, for temperatures on gas density, for metallicities of 10 metallicities of 10 4 4 (upper panel) (upper panel) and 10 and 10 5 5 (lower panel) times the (lower panel) times the solar value. We show results from solar value. We show results from simulations with smooth initial simulations with smooth initial conditions for 2 million particles. conditions for 2 million particles. The points with more scatter are The points with more scatter are from simulations initialized with from simulations initialized with small amounts of initial rotational small amounts of initial rotational and turbulent energy, and and turbulent energy, and overplotted, with less scatter, is overplotted, with less scatter, is the core collapse without the core collapse without turbulence nor rotation. turbulence nor rotation.
Figure 2
Sink particles IMF for metallicities Sink particles IMF for metallicities of of 10 10 4 4 and 10 and 10 5 
Figure 3
Number density chart for 40 Number density chart for 40 million SPH particles and million SPH particles and Z = 10 Z = 10 4 4 Z Z ⊙ ⊙ . Left: Zoom in the simulation . Left: Zoom in the simulation snapshot just before forming the snapshot just before forming the first sink particle. Right: Time first sink particle. Right: Time evolution of the sink particles evolution of the sink particles creation creation . . Figure 1 
